
1.09.56 – 1.10.14 Они не независимые. И тем не менее они остаются единой нацией, которая 
борется за независимость, и я уверен, что они ее получат. Также есть Фландрия и Бельгия. 
  
1.10.15 – 1.10.29 Две этнические группы — Фламандцы, то есть голландцы, и французские 
бельгийцы — разрывают страну на части. 

1.10.30 –1.10.45 Они также требуют провести референдум. В конце концов, это отчасти 
объясняется тем, что французские бельгийцы ощущают единство с Францией. Таким 
образом, французские бельгийцы и французы являются примером единой нации. 

1.10.46 – 1.11.03 Посмотрим, продолжат ли они жить с голландцами или же присоединяться к 
Франции. Время покажет. 

1.11.51- 1.12.10 Я хотел бы добавить. Они все еще снимают? Я вспомнил пример братских 
французских бельгийцев и французов. 

1.12.11 – 1.12.30 Однако, нам следует не забывать, что несмотря на то, что в конце 1940-х Де 
Голль заявил, что Алжир — часть Франции и все алжирцы отныне французы, алжирцы так 
никогда и не объединились с французами. Они не стали единой нацией.  

1.12.31 – 1.12.46 Почему? Потому что менталитет разный. Они не единая нация и поэтому не 
смогли объединиться. 

1.12.47 – 1.13.01 Так что вот настоящий пример братских народов —французские бельгийцы 
и французы. И неудачный пример алжирцев и французов. Невозможно объединить 
необъединимое. Это противоестественно. 

1.09.56 – 1.10.14 They are not independent. But it still is one nation which is fighting for its 
independence, and I am positive that they will gain it. Then there is Flanders or Belgium.  

1.10.15 – 1.10.29 Two ethnic groups The Flemish Dutch and the French Belgians are tearing the 
country apart.  

1.10.30 –1.10.45  They also want to hold an independence referendum. After all, it is due to the fact 
that a part of Belgium feels its unity with the French nation. Thus, the inhabitants of the French part 
of Belgium and the French are an example of one nation.  

1.10.46 – 1.11.03 We will see whether this part prefers to keep on living with the Dutch or chooses 
to join France. Only time will tell. 

1.11.51- 1.12.10 I would like to add. Are they filming? I mentioned the example of the brotherly 
French Belgians and the French.  
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1.12.11 – 1.12.30 However, we should not forget that despite the fact that in the late 1940’s De 
Gaulle announced that Algeria is a part of France and all Algerians are French citizens, Algerians 
and the French never merged. They did not become a single nation. 

1.12.31 – 1.12.46 Why? Because of mentality differences. They are not one nation – and that is why 
they failed to merge.  

1.12.47 – 1.13.01 Thus, that is a perfect example of real fraternal nations – the French Belgians and 
the French – and a failed artificial attempt to create one. It is simply impossible to unite what is not 
meant to be united. It is unnatural. 

1.00.10 - 1.00.24 I joined the Communist Party in 1997. The reason is simple.  

1.00.25 -1.00.40 Ethnically, I am Belarusian. I come from Brestskaya oblast. However, since my 
father served in the military, we moved to Lutsk (western Ukraine). Once together with friends we 
gathered in the backyard.   

1.00.41 -1.00.54 There were 15 of us. We started to wonder: why the soldiers from the military 
district were not paid salaries for half a year. We failed to comprehend. This happened in 1997.  

1.00.55 - 1.01.10 Only 6 years prior to that we were the strongest country in the world. We gave 
other states like Cuba and Vietnam money. Now we are somehow unable to support ourselves.  

1.01.11 -1.01.23 Naturally, – partially due to our youth – we started to wonder why our parents 
could not pay for our lunch. How did this happen? We began to seek answers.  

1.01.24-1.01.39 We were highly disillusioned by the democratic beginnings of the 1990’s which 
took place after the collapse of our country, the Soviet Union. Together we concluded. 

1.01.40-1.01.58 Only the Communist idea, the Communist ideology and unification with others are 
able to provide the necessary answers as well as supply us with enough bread, support our families 
and our nation. Thus, I joined the Communist Party.   

1.02.19 – 1.02.35 Both yes and no. Perhaps, you did not fully capture my point. You see, each 
nation chooses a unique path. You cannot expect a Russian to repeat the path of a Frenchman, a 
German or an Englishman.  

1.02.36 - 1.03.02 If the Western nations decided to choose a democratic path, the Slavic mentality 
of the Russian people – and by Russian people I mean people of Belarus, Ukraine and Russia – 
requires to opt for a Communist one. It is meant for us. 

1.03.03 – 1.03.28 You see, the Slavs were always Orthodox, whilst the Western nations are 
predominantly Catholics. The Slavs feel the strongest when united. On the other hand, there is a 
European individualistic approach. Europeans are mostly egoists. Since a very early age they teach 
you the basics of a self-centered view of life: “Me”, “Mine”, “I am the best”.  
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1.03.29 – 1.03.44 The Slavs are different: they tend to unify and live in friendship. Here is an 
example of a drastic mentality difference: in Europe they would encourage to “save your ass”.  

1.03.45 – 1.04.00 One is able to hear it in different movies, for instance. Whereas a Russian would 
follow a different motto – “sacrifice a life for a friend”. The sense of unity is deeply M M  in our 33
minds.  

1.04.01 – 1.04.14 We need to belong to something great, to a great nation. The Europeans are 
individualistic and egoistic. It is only “I” and “me”. They do not view others as natural brothers, but 
rather as competitors.  

1.04.15 – 1.04.29 When I enrolled in the university during the so-called independence of Ukraine 
they taught me that the neighbor sitting opposite is my competitor. Not my brother. That is the 
European approach. The European mentality.  

1.04.30 – 1.04.42 The reason why the Communist ideology was successful in the Soviet Union, in 
the Russian Empire, among the Russian people lies in our mental particular qualities. The idea suits 
us. We chose our path.  

1.04.43 – 1.04.58 Thus, the democratic path unfortunately – or in fact fortunately – does not suit us. 
Let the Europeans follow their path, but we will follow our own. Speaking of the ostensible failure 
of the Communist ideology. It is simply untrue.  

1.04.59 – 1.05.09 The first try is bound to be a flop. We understood our mistakes, we stumbled, we 
fell. 

1.05.10 – 1.05.20 Now we need to get up and keep going. Russians feel best in a Communist 
environment.  

1.05.31 – 1.05.46 The situation was certainly better at the time we were united. I will explain. The 
most important notion is that each nation treads its own path. 

1.05.47 – 1.06.01 A stranger’s shirt is never yours. Each nation chooses its way of development. 
The French selected democracy – the way they perceive it.  

1.06.02 – 1.06.17 Germans chose theirs. So did Greeks. Russia – by which I mean Belarus, Ukraine 
and Russia – decided on its own.  

1.06.18 – 1.06.31 By the way, the same path suits the People’s Republic of China. Before choosing 
it China was nothing more than a big country. I would even say an entity.  

1.06.32 – 1.06.53 The Russian Empire was somewhat alike. Even though it appealed to some 
illusionary idea of the “Russian World”, “Eastern Civilization”, it was still a weak political entity. 

1.06.54 – 1.07.12 It was the Communist ideology which gave new life to the Russian empire. 
Russia truly felt its greatness. Russians enjoyed freedom and majesty in the Soviet Union.  
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1.07.13 – 1.07.27 Thus, the Russian path is to unify. The Communist Party managed to unite the 
Russian people on the basis of equality and fraternity. 

1.07.28 – 1.07.44 The French people tried to achieve the latter during the Revolution, but failed. 
They went on to be a half-imperialistic country until the middle of the 20th century living off their 
colonies.  

1.07.45 – 1.08.04 As I already said, our path lies in unification. Europeans are egoists. “Save 
yourself” – that is their slogan. “Sacrifice a life for a friend” – is ours. 

1.08.05 – 1.08.20 Our mentality, our path of development is a common house under a common sky 
of one state. We – the Russians – are one nation, a great nation based on the grounds of 
internationalism and brotherhood.  

1.08.21 – 1.08.36 That is the reason why the Communist ideology suits us.  If it does not suit the 
Europeans, and theirs does not suit us, we simply need to accept the fact and live on.  

1.08.37 – 1.08.46 Democracy – unfortunately or fortunately – is not suitable for us. And thanks 
God. We found our path, and we will follow it. 

1.08.53 – 1.09.08 Yes, I believe that Russians are a collective image of Ukrainians, Belarusians and 
Russians. It is one nation. We share one history.  

1.09.09 – 1.09.14 We have one future. That is definite.  

1.09.34 – 1.09.55 Of course, these nations exist. However, do you mean that they are close to 
Russians? Or close to each other? Can I provide examples? Let’s take Kurds, for instance, which are 
a stateless 60 million nation living on the territory of Turkey, Syria, Iran, Iraq.  

1.09.56 – 1.10.14 They are not independent. But it still is one nation which is fighting for its 
independence, and I am positive that they will gain it. Then there is Flanders or Belgium.  

1.10.15 – 1.10.29 Two ethnical groups The Flemish Dutch and the French Belgians are tearing the 
country apart.  

1.10.30 –1.10.45  They also want to hold an independence referendum. After all, it is due to the fact 
that a part of Belgium feels its unity with the French nation. Thus, the inhabitants of the French part 
of Belgium and the French are an example of one nation.  

1.10.46 – 1.11.03 We will see whether this part prefers to keep on living with the Dutch or chooses 
to join France. Or perhaps gain independence like the south-eastern region of Ukraine did. Only 
time will tell. 

1.11.51- 1.12.10 I would like to add. Are they filming? I mentioned the example of the brotherly 
French Belgians and the French.  
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1.12.11 – 1.12.30 However, we should not forget that despite the fact that in the late 1940’s De 
Gaulle announced that Algeria is a part of France and all Algerians are French citizens, Algerians 
and the French never merged. They did not become a single nation. 

1.12.31 – 1.12.46 Why? Because of mentality differences. They are not one nation – and that is why 
they failed to merge.  

1.12.47 – 1.13.01 Thus, that is a perfect example of real fraternal nations – the French Belgians and 
the French – and a failed artificial attempt to create one. It is simply impossible to unite what is not 
meant to be united. It is unnatural. 

1.14.02 – 1.14.19 Definitely. However, there is a minor nuance. Russia needs to first change its 
formation and power. 

1.14.20 – 1.14.34 Putin’s power only partially reflects expectations of the people of Ukraine, 
Belarus and Russia. However, not completely.  

1.14.35 – 1.14.50 After all, there are oligarchs in Russia; social injustice thrives like in Ukraine.  

1.14.51 – 1.15.03 The ostensible democratic path of Russia is as alien to Slavs as the Western 
democracy. 

1.15.07 – 1.15.29 Russia is able to catalyze the unification of the Slavic lands, only if it becomes a 
socialist state. Undoubtedly. Moreover, states like Kazakhstan, Moldova and others will eventually 
join one country. That is definite.  

1.15.42 – 1.15.58 – Well, he is able to unite the brotherly nations. However, the process will lack 
harmony.  

1.15.59 – 1.16.15 As a matter of fact, we – Russia, Ukraine and Belarus – do not need Putin to 
unite. We will do it ourselves.  

1.16.16 – 1.16.35 Putin just landed in a certain historic period. However, the process will take place 
regardless of who is in power: whether it is him, Yeltsin or Medvedev (ex-presidents of Russia).  

1.16.36 – 1.16.57 Currently, he is the president of Russia. I would say that perhaps in reality his 
politics even contradicts his real views. But then again if he were not to conduct such a policy and 
betrayed the idea of the Slav unification, he would not be able to hold his post. 

1.16.58 – 1.17.13 Remember: why did Putin become the president in the first place? Due to the fact 
that Russians view him as the unifier of the Slavic nations. We are not talking about the Russian 
Empire – we disregard this entity and will not even discuss it. Specifically the unifier of the Slavic 
nations.  

1.17.14 – 1.17.29 But in order to unite all the states, not just the Slavic ones, Russia needs to turn to 
socialism.  
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1.17.30 – 1.17.48 Putin is able to unify, but it would be much easier, if he changed his views and 
tread a socialist path. Not imperialist, not democrat, but communist, socialist. 

1.18.37 – 1.18.55 Putin – the current leader of the Russian nation, specifically the Russian nation 
and Slavic peoples – is conducting a wise policy.  

1.18.56 – 1.19.10 Moreover, an independent one. I believe that Slavs are ready to follow him due to 
that reason. That is laudable. 

1.19.11 – 1.19.26 He is exercising the best traditions of the Soviet internal and foreign policy.  

1.19.27 – 1.19.33 His competent policy enabled him to win over the hearts of millions of Slavs. 

1.19.34 –1.19.58 Putin became a symbol of resistance against European and American imperialism, 
the Golden Billion and its plan to enslave the rest of the world for Syria, China, Venezuela, Ukraine, 
Belarus, Crimea, the Donbass.  

1.19.59 – 1.20.24 Only Putin managed to block these forces. If Putin had not stopped them in Syria 
and Georgia, they would have reached Moscow. Putin’s policy managed to halt this aggressive, 
animalistic policy.  

1.20.25 –1.20.36 Emphasize this: the desire of the European and American neocolonialism and 
imperialism is animalistic.  

1.20.37 – 1.20.47 Europeans with animalistic fear and strength are trying to take over Ukraine. 
Fortunately, Putin did not allow them to do it.  

1.20.49 – 1.21.05 At the moment Putin is the leading symbol of the world’s resistance against 
European and American imperialism. 

1.21.11 – 1.21.30 I believe it is natural for Slavic people. We lived in the Soviet times, and we were 
a truly great and independent state.  

1.21.31 – 1.21.51Thus, the primary goal of all sensible people who read books, research history – 
not the American version of history – is to fight against imperialism.  

1.21.52 – 1.22.07 That is why the people in the south-east, whose voice Ukrainian government 
ignored, stood up and said no to imperialistic…  

1.22.07 Contagion. 

1.22.08 – 1.22.21They stood up against the imperialistic contagion, which engulfed Ukraine, and 
planned to turn it – and in fact turned it – into an American colony. 

1.22.19 And European. 
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1.22.20 –1.22.34 Both an American and a European colony. One cannot seriously consider a 
country to be independent when its president and prime-minister wander around the world asking 
for loans. 

1.22.31 And weapons.  

1.22.32 -1.22.37 Loans and weapons. That is some sort of a fake independence. 

1.22.39 – 1.23.00 I believe that after the notorious claim made by the Ukrainian prime-minister 
Arsenii Yatsenyuk in Berlin that it was the Soviet people who attacked Germans in 1941 – and not 
the other way around – many people, including Ukrainians, who are hardly interested in history, 
tended to believe him.  

1.23.01 – 1.23.10 In my view, Angela Merkel is like Hitler. However, she chose another path of 
enslaving the rest – economy.  

1.23.11 – 1.23.23 If you look at the map, the fascist Germany occupied the same countries which 
are now members of the European Union. 

1.23.24 – 1.23.39 Angel Merkel is Hitler wearing a skirt, they say. Her policy and actions are 
identical. I believe Merkel and Hitler share the same ideas. 

1.23.40 – 1.23.55 She literally forces other countries inside the union, however, I recognize the fact 
that some states, which joined it, are thriving and prospering.  

1.23.56 – 1.24.05 On the other hand, look at Greece, where the unemployment rate is about 50%, 
Spain, Portugal others.  

1.24.06 – 1.24.09 Also Bulgaria, Romania – destitute countries. 

1.24.10 – 1.24.21 Yes-yes, destitute. In Romania about 20% of population.. 

1.24.22 – 1.24.24 Is totally illiterate. 

1.24.25 – 1.24.28 Yes, totally. They cannot neither read nor write.  

1.24.30 – 1.24.45 Yes, my grandmother and grandfather retold me about the ruthless behavior of 
Germans when they seized Kiev and tried to establish their will and rule.  

1.24.46 – 1.25.08 The Germans, who entered the village on three motorcycles, fired 41 bullets from 
a machine gun at my great grandfather who had only a rifle. 

1.25.09 – 1.25.23 My second great grandfather fought in Sevastopol. He later went missing. They 
still have not found his body. He defended the city for 123 days.  
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1.25.40 – 1.25.55 Considering what Jen Psaki says during press-conferences in the Department of 
State, I am not at all they surprised that they think that way. It is the dumbest nation in the world, if 
they believe this. Unfortunately, Europeans support their views.  

1.25.56 – 1.26.17 There are several points which I want to make about the Second World War. 
Firstly, I would like to emphasize that I believe it is incorrect to view it as a war against fascist 
Germany. I would call it a war of the Soviet people against the “United Fascist Forces of Europe”.  

1.26.18 – 1.26.34 The reason why Europe does not celebrate the victory the same way as we do is 
because it is in fact the defeated side. It was not the fascist Germany which attacked the Soviet 
Union, but the “United Fascist Forces of Europe”. 

1.26.35 – 1.26.47 Including Germany, Austria, Vichy’s France, Italy, Croatia, Finland, Belgium, the 
Netherlands, Luxembourg, Bulgaria and Romania.  

1.26.48 – 1.27.07 Name a country which economically, politically and militarily did not support the 
fascist Germany. Even the neutral Switzerland managed to help Germany with the banking affairs.  

1.27.08 – 1.27.17 Thus, it is clear that it were the “United Occupational Fascist Forces of Europe” 
which attacked the Soviet Union.  

1.27.18 – 1.27.40 Secondly, the Second World War served the US interests the most. Both the First 
and the Second World War contributed enormously to the economic development of America. It 
became two, three, even four times faster. 

1.27.59 – 1.28.16 Thus, America enlarged its economic potential after the First and the Second 
World War. In the beginning it sold weapons to Europe, the fascist Europe and the Soviet Union 
simultaneously.  

1.28.17 – 1.28.33 It exported ore and petrol both to Hitler and Stalin. It seems not everyone 
understands what the term Lend-Lease means.  

1.28.34 – 1.28.50 Europeans for some reason think that they bestowed the Soviet Union with 
sausages and boots. That contradicts truth. Translate the term Lend-Lease. Its main idea is money 
against collateral.  

1.28.51 – 1.29.12 Even when we lost a million people in Stalingrad the imperialistic wolves of 
America continued to sell us weapons. Even though they were on the verge of collapse, they made 
us pay for it!  

1.29.13 – 1.29.28 We were defending the world! We were defending the free world which was 
represented only by one country – the Soviet Union. And they contrived to sell us weapons, 
medicines and food!  

1.29.29 – 1.29.38 That is the greedy, arrogant, even bastard face of the Western civilization. Its true 
face.  
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1.29.39 – 1.30.09 The US and the so-called Free Europe which is England – a worthless island – 
and the leftovers of the crushed French army, whom Hitler allowed to ignominiously leave in 
Dunkirk. Including De Gaulle who stayed in England.  

1.30.10 – 1.30.28 I always recall German marshal Keitel’s remark when he signed the capitulation, 
saw a French representative and exclaimed: “Oh my god, so we lost to the French as well?”  

1.30.29 – 1.30.44 A victorious France? Sounds more like an anecdote. It is an outrageous lie. One 
might go crazy listening to absurd of such magnitude. France was occupied by the Nazis. Moreover, 
the Vichy’s France was established.  

1.30.45 – 1.30.56 France factually did not exist as a state, and then De Gaulle together with three 
wounded Frenchmen came around and suddenly won the war just like the Soviet Union did! A pure 
anecdote!  

1.30.57 – 1.31.17 Let’s consider the human losses during the Second World War: England, France 
and the US in total lost many times less soldiers than we did during the battle in Stalingrad. What 
else is there to talk about? 

1.31.18 –1.31.37 Thirdly, the most important point. The Western civilization which is comprised of 
the US, England and France – at least that is what they imagine themselves to be – established the 
second front due to one reason.  

1.31.38 – 1.31.51 They feared that Stalin would conquer the whole Europe. That is why they 
established the second front. They did not at all influence the ongoing process of the Second World 
War.   

1.31.52 – 1.32.10 Their help in winning the Second World War is about 1%. We would have won it 
without them. Their help is worthless, good-for-nothing and not on time. That is why they 
established the second front: because they feared the Great Russian Soldier. And that is all there is 
to it.  

1.32.11 – 1.32.29 However, it is purely absurd to claim that Europe and the US won the Second 
World War. How could the fascist united Europe win over itself? That is absurd.  

1.32.30 – 1.32.50There is only one winner – the Soviet people. No other winners. History will 
judge, including the current attempts of neo-European imperialism to reassess it. 

1.32.53 – 1.33.13 Europeans have a short memory. Today they try to rebuke the Soviet Union for 
signing the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact.  

1.33.14 – 1.33.28 In that case let’s recall the Anschluss events and the Nazi occupation of 
Czechoslovakia in 1936.  

1.33.29 Where was Europe at that time?  
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1.33.30 – 1.33.51 Yes, where was Europe? Moreover, British prime-minister Neville Chamberlain 
also signed a peace deal with the Nazi Germany – the same kind of a deal as the Molotov-
Ribbentrop’s. Back in England he claimed that he brought peace to this generation.  

1.33.52 – 1.34.12 Now they blame the Soviet Union, which was neither economically nor militarily 
prepared for war with the fascist Germany, for signing it?  

1.34.13 – 1.34.15 You should specify that the Soviet Union was the last country to sign a peace deal 
with the fascist Germany.  

1.34.16 – 1.34.50 Yes. Probably, Europeans also tend to forget how many European envoys begged 
Stalin to start a war against the fascist Germany.  

1.34.51 – 1.35.07 Thus, if we look at the statistics of the Second Word War, 89% of German army 
units were crushed on the Eastern front. That is the answer to who won the war. 

1.35.43 – 1.35.58 A definite yes. Let’s consider the history of our countries, for instance, Ukraine. 
In fact, I mean the history of the Slavic people – Ukrainians, Byelorussians, Russians.  

1.35.59 – 1.36.23 The process dates back to the Time of Troubles (1598-1613). At the time the 
“United Forces of Europe” were headed by the Polish king Sigismund whom Pope granted a sword. 
In other words, he blessed him so that he would conquer the “barbaric Orthodox non-Christians”.  

1.36.24 – 1.36.40 Please note, back then Rzeczpospolita included not only Poland, but the Baltic 
states, parts of Ukraine and Germany, Eastern Prussia.  

1.36.41 – 1.36.54 These “United Forces of Europe” came for the first time in 1612. They were 
ignominiously crushed and expelled.  

1.36.55 – 1.37.13 The same happened under Poltava in 1709 when the Swedish King Carl XII – 
whom Pope once again granted the sword – during the so-called Northern War tried to fight Peter 
the Great. The “United Forces of Europe” attempted to conquer the Slavic state and again they were 
shamefully destroyed.  

1.37.14 – 1.37.33 The Swedes were crushed. A century later came Napoleon Bonaparte. And what 
happens? We destroy him.  

1.37.44 – 1.37.51 And again the Pope grants him the same sword. The same united “United Forces 
of Europe” try to conquer “barbaric states”. Emphasize this: Hitler’s war was the fourth great 
attempt to conquer our people.  

1.37.52 What about Alexander Nevskiy?  

1.37.53 Nah, they will not understand.  

1.37.54 – 1.38.14 When they provoked the collapse of the Soviet Union, they did not destroy 
Russia. Right now their aim is not Ukraine, but Russia.  
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1.38.15 – 1.38.25 This recalcitrant Slavic state needs to be destroyed. This civilization needs to be 
destroyed. Currently they are using Ukraine to achieve this goal – and that is not the first time they 
are doing so.  

1.38.26 – 1.38.48 Ukraine had been used before, for instance, in 1612 when the free Cossack units 
supported the Polish intervention.  During the Second World War they turned to Stepan Bandera and 
Roman Shuhevich, the Bandera abscess.  

1.38.49 – 1.39.07 The Swedes bribed the Ukrainian Hetman Ivan Mazepa. Every time European 
imperialism tried to destroy Slavic civilization they used Ukrainian reactionary forces.  

1.39.08 – 1.39.35 At the moment they are using Nazis and neo-Nazis in Ukraine. The conquerors 
try to take over our Holy Rus – Ukraine, Russia and Belarus – but they will be defeated again. 
However, it will lead to millions of deaths.  

1.39.36 –1.39.54 Unless Europe stops nurturing the pro-fascist junta in Kiev, which came to power 
after a bloody coup, there will be a new world war.  

1.39.55 – 1.40.09 Unless Europe gives up the idea of destroying Russia using Ukraine, a world 
massacre will erupt. That is definite. Nuclear weapons will be used. 

1.40.12 – 1.40.15 Russians will use it. No doubt, definite.        

1.40.24 – 1.40.45 Please, write down. The Great Chancellor of Germany Otto von Bismarck said 
that there is only one way to destroy Russia: by depriving Ukraine and teaching Ukrainians to hate 
Russia. That is the only way. (note: this quote is invented). 

1.40.50 – 1.41.05 If Europe believes it is possible to stop Russia with sanctions, remind them that it 
has been living under sanctions for 500 years. We have been living under sanctions since Ivan the 
Terrible (16th century).  

1.41.07 – 1.41.28 Throughout history never once had Europe stop hatching a plot of destroying the 
Slav civilization. For 500 years it wakes up and goes to sleep with this thought. The Ukrainian 
Maidan proved it once again.  

1.41.30 – 1.41.39 Despite all, we helped Europe on many occasions. For instance, during the First 
World War. 

1.41.39 Do not forget about the Mongol Tatars. 

1.41.40 –1.41.54 Yes, so would France be the winner of the First World War, if Czar Nikolai II had 
not opened a second front in 12 days.  

1.41.55 – 1.42.09 It was an extremely fast mobilization. When Kaiser’s army was close to Paris, 
Nikolai II invaded Eastern Prussia. So, had it not been for Russians, Germans would have 
conquered Paris. 
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1.42.33 – 1.42.48 In fact, I support it as well, but the overthrow should have been caused by 
Ukrainians and not Europeans.  

1.42.49 – 1.43.08 The change of power had to be the Ukrainians’ choice and not the European 
Union’s and the US’ – the real directors of the happening – decision of violent interference.  

1.43.09 – 1.43.30 That is what makes a part of Ukraine – like us, for instance – uncomfortable. We 
never supported Yanukovich, but – whether you like it or not – he was a democratically elected 
president. 

1.43.31 – 1.43.48 Overthrowing the democratically elected president with the support of Europe is 
something we will never accept. People like me, Igor, Vlad. Never. 

1.43.49 – 1.43.57 We are prepared to fight for Ukraine with the current Kiev junta to the very end. 

1.43.58 – 1.44.20 As a citizen of this country I feel ashamed when EU officials and presidents of 
Lilliputian states mentor a 45 million nation in the center of its capital on how to live and what 
agreements to sign.  

1.44.21 – 1.44.41 Then again let’s evaluate Yanukovich whom they call a bloody tyrant. He had the 
army and the police at his disposition, and yet he did not order them to shoot people in Lvov. He did 
not order to shoot people on the Maidan. 

1.44.42 – 1.44.55 They keep talking about some sort of Nebesnaya Sotnya (hundred people shot by 
snipers on the Maidan on 18th February 2014), but why are they not conducting an investigation and 
revealing the real murderer’s identity?  

1.44.56 It is because Petro Poroshenko (the Ukrainian president) killed them.  

1.44.57 – 1.45.18 Yes, it was Poroshenko. Since snipers fired both at the police and demonstrates. 
They had a lot of weapons. In fact, we know this because some of the policemen – including the 
special units’ servicemen – also happened to be members of our party.  

1.45.19 – 1.45.37 When the new power was established, they refused to serve them. They turned to 
us instead. It is because they believe that the Communist Party is the only political force which can 
resist the current regime.  

1.45.38 – 1.45.43 So, yes there was more than enough of force to crack the protest down. But there 
was no order from the top. 

1.45.44 Indeed, no order. 

1.45.45 – 1.46.00 So, what if 500 people were to die on the Maidan? At least that would have saved 
us from thousands of victims and millions of refugees in the eastern Ukraine. 
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1.46.01 – 1.46.22 Plus, if the European politicians who guaranteed Yanukovich presidency until the 
elections in 2015 actually had kept their word, it would save us from the current civil war in my 
country. People would not die. 

1.46.23 –  1.46.48 To sum up, “The Great Pro-Russian Dictator” Yanukovich never fired at his 
people, whilst “The Great Pro-European Democrats” Poroshenko and Yatsenuyk are eradicating 
them.  

1.46.49 – 1.47.03 Now you can feel the difference between the pro-Russian and the pro-European 
values. That is how we perceive it. Europe erodes those unwilling to comply. Laughing and smiling.  

1.47.13 – 1.47.33 They became members of the Communist Party when they were betrayed. They 
refused to train members’ of the Right Sector who were brought to the polygons. Their justification 
was that the latter fired Molotov’s cocktails at them. 

1.47.33 Killed them.  

1.47.50–1.48.05 The Donbass people are fighting against European enslavement. I will explain 
what they understand by this. I have visited the Donbass more than 10 times. 

1.48.06 – 1.48.21Together with Igor we went to the occupied Luhansk and talked to the insurgents’ 
leaders as well as the ordinary people. We keep in touch with the Donbass people on a daily basis. 

1.48.22 – 1.48.40 This is the most important part you need to translate: they will never conquer the 
south-eastern Ukraine. Never. The south-eastern Ukraine is inhabited by Russian people – and they 
will never give in.  

1.48.41 – 1.49.06 They are fighting against the savage attempts to impose the so-called European 
democracy. The same attempts which we saw in Northern Africa, Syria, the Middle-Eastern 
countries, Georgia and Ukraine.  

1.49.07 – 1.49.19 The Donbass people took up arms against the European values and the American 
version of democracy the way they understand it.  

1.49.20–1.49.31They stood up against the Poroshenko’s and Yatsenyuk’s marionette government.  

1.49.32 – 1.49.54 Moreover, they do not recognize neither Poroshenko nor Yatsenyuk. They believe 
them to represent – this needs to be emphasized – the occupational administration of European neo-
colonialists.  

1.49.55 – 1.50.22 This is a temporary administration of European imperialists. Europe is foolish to 
believe that after having overthrown the previous government, it will be able to do the same in the 
Donbass. That will never happen.  

1.50.23 – 1.50.36 Moreover, the Donbass is only the beginning. Next will be Odessa, Kherson, 
Kharkov regions. 
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1.50.37 – 1.50.51They will be on fire until Europe cuts off its support of the criminal Kiev junta. 
Europe is able to stop the war in Ukraine.  

1.50.51 – 1.51.06 The Donbass people are fighting against the European occupational power. They 
will never accept it. 

1.51.07 -1.51.23 Factually, the Donbass people are simply trying to protect their basic rights, the 
basic European type of rights. They want to feel home, to speak their native language.  

1.51.24 – 1.51.45 After all, what is wrong with recognizing Russian as the second state language? 
For instance, French is recognized as the second state language in Canada – a civilized and 
democratic country.  

1.51.46 – 1.51.58 How come Canadians respect the 8% of population in the province of Quebec but 
Ukrainians do not? 

1.51.59 – 1.52.13 Why is it unacceptable to recognize the rights of the Donbass people, of which 
95% are Russian speakers? Why does the Ukrainian government fear the idea of a federation and a 
referendum? 

1.52.14 – 1.52.28 What are these pseudo democrats afraid of? Let’s take the G8 countries. How 
many of them are federations?  

1.52.29 – 1.52.41 Almost all – the US, Germany, Italy, Russia, factually even Great Britain (note: 
neither Italy, which is a unitary state comprised of autonomic administrative units, nor United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland are federations).  

1.52.42 – 1.52.56 They are well off. If we were to create a federation and establish a second state 
language, there would be no massacre in the East.  

1.52.57 – 1.53.10 The only reason why the Donbass people are called separatists is because they 
want to live home and speak their native language. It is idiotic to accuse them of the desire to 
protect their rights.  

1.53.11 – 1.53.22 How come they did not bomb Scotland when it held the independence 
referendum? How come Spain never attacked the Basques?  

1.53.23 – 1.53.38 One more question: how come it is fine for Kosovo to gain independence, but not 
for Crimea or the Donbass? Why are they called separatists? Why are double-standards applied?  

1.53.39 – 1.53.47 The government accuses people who took to the streets in the south-east of 
holding Russian flags. But it was not because they yearned to join Russia. 

1.53.48 Yes, that is a very important fact. 
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1.53.49 –1.54.14 These flags were symbols of resistance. The same could be said about the EU 
flags which were present on the Maidan and which were hung on top of governmental structures in 
the western Ukraine.  

1.54.15 – 1.54.24 Explain this: why is it acceptable to burn police and seize governmental buildings 
in western Ukraine? 

1.54.25 They call it democracy. 

1.54.26 – 1.54.38 Yes, democracy and activism, but in the east it is considered to be separatism?  

1.54.39 – 1.55.00 Last but not least. The events in Kiev are called revolution of dignity. Europe 
applauded. When the same revolution of dignity took place in Crimea, Europe criticized it. That is 
separatism, they said. Why? 

1.55.02-1.55.20 After this government came to power the national currency lost 400% of its value. 
Before Ukrainians theoretically could afford going to Europe for a holiday. 

1.55.21 – 1.55.28 Now it is almost impossible due to the currency exchange rate. 

1.55.58 – 1.56.15 Yes. Let’s consider dry facts. During the last parliamentary elections the turnout 
in the south-eastern region was 30%.  

1.56.16 -1.56.32 That means that 70% of the local population did not vote. Only three in 10 people 
voted. What does that imply? That the south-eastern region refused to vote in the current neo-fascist 
environment.            

1.56.33 – 1.56.48 It believed it to be pointless. In any case its choice would not be properly 
reflected. The Party of Regions is absent, whilst the Communist Party is almost destroyed by the 
repressive machine of the neo-fascist power. 

1.56.49 – 1.57.05 Those in power initiated a tribunal against the Communist Party. People like me – 
I will tell more about it later – were interrogated by the Secret Service of Ukraine and the police.   

1.57.06 – 1.57.21 They used various forms of revenge, tried to trick me. Our Communist fellows in 
Dnepropetrovsk are imprisoned. Thousands of our activists are in jail. Then they burnt Odessa (2nd 
of May 2014, a fire in the Trade Union House in Odessa). And bombed the Donbass region. 

1.57.21 – 1.57.35 All regions which stood up against the Ukrainian neo-fascist power – and 
constitute our electorate – could not vote. Crimea is not a part of Ukraine anymore. The Donbass is 
being bombed.   

1.57.36 –1.58.00 Kharkov and Odessa are also being repressed. Thousands of Communists and 
people who share our views are now in prisons. We are talking about Kharkovskaya, Odesskaya and 
Dnepropetrovskaya oblast. The south-eastern region has been turned into a concentration camp. 
People are afraid to vote for us. 
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1.58.01 – 1.58.14 They broke my nose six times during this year. Because I am a Communist. Look 
at my nose, it is broken.  

1.58.15 – 1.58.29 Never in life have I been beaten as much as during the past year. Even though I 
served in the military for 10 years.  I was locked in a basement.   

1.58.30 – 1.58.50 The Right Sector kidnapped me. Three days after the February coup they 
kidnapped me and my brother at 10 in the morning from my workplace. I am a Communist, and 
therefore I am able to endure. But other Ukrainian citizens are unprepared to suffer the same 
treatment from their state.  

1.58.51 – 1.59.10 People are afraid. Unfortunately, they break down. According to my estimations, 
approximately 85% of the population in the south-eastern Ukraine supports our ideas, but fear to 
express it publicly.  

1.59. 11 – 1.59.24 Especially, after they burnt people in Odessa. The message was clear: we will 
burn each and every one who does not comply with our views.  

1.59.25 – 1.59.30 That is why the turnout in these regions was low. People showed their protest. 

1.59.31 – 2.00.06 I was a deputy candidate in the Shevchenkovskiy district in Kiev. Ostensibly we 
are a democratic country. Well, then how is it possible for a candidate to be unable to meet voters 
because of the ultra-right? 

2.00.08 – 2.00.23 What real political fight are we talking about, if armed men enter your office or 
your house and interrupt a meeting with voters?  

2.00.24 – 2.00.54 The police are powerless. That is not a democracy. Why am I, my family, 
relatives and friends supposed to suffer because of my political views?  

2.00.55 – 2.01.09 Thus, our voters sincerely admitted that they are afraid to come to the polling 
stations. 

2.01.10 – 2.01.12 They are arranging lists of voters to track the support of parties. 

2.01.13 – 2.01.14 The government made it clear: we will fixate those who voted for the Communist 
Party. 

2.01.15 – 2.01.37 Tell them: the government – without expressing it loudly but making it officially 
understood – stated that those who vote for the Communists and separatists will be fixated and 
filmed. People feared repressions. 

2.01.38 – 2.02.08 Representatives of our party who were supposed to work at district electoral 
committees felt intimidated as well.  

2.02.09 – 2.02.16 Our votes were factually stolen. 
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2.02.23 – 2.02.44 So, Lesia, tell them this: Yatsenyuk, Poroshenko and Turchynov (the then acting 
president) promised that there would be no fascists or communists in the parliament. Naturally, they 
did not allow us in.  

2.02.45 – 2.02.57 We did not lose the elections: we were simply not let inside the parliament 
because of the government’s intention to please Europe. The bastard Europe. 

2.02.58 – 2.03.19 Either in jail or under investigation. More than a thousand Communists are 
subjects of investigations. This is true: access to this information is publicly available. 

2.03.20 – 2.03.35 They have initiated three investigations against me because I am a Communist. 
Translate them: if they are interested, I will concisely tell what happened to me during this year. 
They will be stunned.  

2.03.36 – 2.03.50  In Dnepropetrovsk – where they arrested two Communist Party members – the 
Secret Service officers searched the house of our party member, failed to find banned material and 
threw a grenade into a trash bin. 

2.03.51 – 2.04.02 Is it possible to believe that a man who is a father of three children – the eldest of 
whom is four years old – has a grenade inside his house and keeps it in a trash bin?  

2.04.03 – 2.04.15 Then there is Odessa. Vadim Papura – I can show you his photo, if you wish – 
was only 17 years old. He was burnt alive inside the Trade Union House.  

2.04.16 – 2.04.30 In total fours Communist died in the fire. Others who are members of the “2nd 
May Committee” are hiding in Crimea. 

2.04.31 – 2.04.47 Among them are deputies of regional councils whom the Secret Service officers 
yearn to arrest. The same is happening in the Donbass. Let’s take for instance the Communist mayor 
of Slavyansk: he also had to flee. Thousands of Communists are either in jail or under investigation. 

2.05.03 – 2.05.27 Thousands of Communists are either in jail or under investigation. Some are on 
the run. Some have been killed. Thousands of lives are broken only due to the fact that they support 
Communist ideas and ideology. 

2.05.33 – 2.05.41 It is a very long story, I would even say a novella. But I will try my best to cut a 
long story short.  

2.05.45 – 2.06.09  I come from western Ukraine: nationalists and neo-fascists are very popular there 
as well as parties which aggressively oppose Communist ideology.  

2.06.10 – 2.06.30 That is Lutsk, Volynskaya oblast. I and my brother hosted a TV program – 
propagating Communist views called “Work, Salary, Protection” – which was aired on the local TV.  

2.06.31 – 2.06.45 Three months before the coup d’état took place I publicly addressed the governor 
of the Volynskaya oblast. I emphasize that it happened three months prior to the coup. 
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2.06.46 – 2.07.04 I said that if he and the Party of Regions fail to clean up the mess in the country, a 
civil war will tear it apart.  

2.07.05 – 2.07.18 That video is still available in Youtube. When they started to seize military units, 
administrations, I understood that this is a coup. And a coup inevitably leads to a civil war.  

2.07.19 – 2.07.30 Three days after the coup d’état I sat in my office. We were conducting a meeting, 
approximately 20 people were present.  

2.07.31 – 2.07.43 Suddenly 50 armed men arrived in mini vans and started to break into my office. 
They grabbed me and my brother and dragged us out. Like Qaddafi.  

2.07.44 – 2.07.50 Have you seen the way Qaddafi was dragged? Well, the same happened to us. I 
was pushed inside the car.  

2.07.51 – 2.08.05 I am sorry, I become nervous and overly excited when I recall the events. I still 
cannot forget what happened that day, and honestly I feel lucky to be alive.  

2.08.06 – 2.08.14 We were dragged outside and pushed inside the trunk in front of everyone. 
Neither police nor thousands of passers-by cared. 

2.08.15 – 2.08.30 We had to stand on our knees with broken noses and torn hands in the basement 
where they wanted to shoot us. It happened twice.  

2.08.31 – 2.08.44 They placed guns, which they stole from the local police, next to us and 
demanded an apology. They told us to apologize to the Ukrainian people.  

2.08.45 – 2.09.00 Why? Why am I – a Communist – supposed to apologize? Did I kill someone? 
Did I steal something? Did I violate law? They beat me up, and I fainted. They beat my brother as 
well. Until we both fainted. 

2.09.01 – 2.09.15  Then they took us outside, tied to a tree and were planning to shoot. They fired 
bullets in the air. You see they are not revolutionaries. They are savages, bandits and alcoholics.  

2.09.16 – 2.09.40 The first thing that the head of the Right Sector Pavel Doneichuk did when he 
untied us is asking to sign a refusal-of-ownership paper.  

2.09.41 – 2.09.55 You see, the Communists had an office in the center of the city, which these 
people wanted to arrogate. Their nature is both greedy and rotten. They planned to kill us in order to 
take the office.  

2.09.56 – 2.10.11 However, when they found out that these premises did not belong to us, they let 
us go. We were thrown out. For more than 24 hours we did not receive any food, water or sleep. 
They deprived us of sleep. And then they just threw us out.  

2.10.12 – 2.10.33 Police did not even open a case. Three days later our office was seized and burnt. 
They also put on fire the offices of Russian and Belorussian communities.  
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2.10.34 – 2.10.49 They destroyed everything that did not belong to Ukrainian organizations inside 
the premises. Police did not lift a finger. 

2.10.58 – 2.11.19 There were Russian, Belorussian and other ethnical communities’ representations 
inside our office. They seized and plundered everything. There came no response from the 
government. The total cost of damage is 100 000 euros. That is official governmental data. 

2.11.30 – 2.11.43 And yet Corpus delicti (body of crime) is absent according to the police. How is 
that even possible? It is absurd to imagine that armed men are allowed to perform such actions in a 
democratic state.  

2.11.44 – 2.12.04 They even tried to live inside that office. Forcefully arrogate it. Moreover, we 
were beaten on the streets.  

2.12.05 – 2.12.25 I had to take my five year old daughter from the kindergarten because the so-
called Automaidan tracked her down. They followed my wife when she picked her up and called 
them separatists. My daughter was shocked.  

2.12.26 – 2.12.33 I took her to a child psychiatrist. She was traumatized.  

2.12.34 – 2.12.51Then they posted a photo of me around the city – this information is available in 
the Internet – with my address on it and a line “You are living next to a separatist, whose life is not 
protected by law”.  

2.12.52 – 2.13.03 It was officially allowed to kill me. Below it said “You are a Maidan hero – you 
will not be persecuted”.  

2.13.04 – 2.13.17 The repressions continued. I was beaten inside a supermarket and thrown out in 
front of a crowd. I had to go to the hospital.  

2.13.18 – 2.13.36 Then we held a new meeting in September. We heard a knock on the door. Gas 
service, they said. Turned out they were members of the “Azov” battalion. They broke my nose 
with a Makarov pistol. Again. For the sixth time.  

2.13.37 – 2.13.45 I ended up in the hospital. No Corpus delicti. Again.  

2.13.46 –2.14.06 Then together with friends I went to the children invalids’ rehabilitation center in 
Luhansk to bring humanitarian help, including clothes, food and radiators. 

2.14.07 – 2.14.26 We were accused of separatism. I was thrown out of the university where I was 
about to complete my postgraduate studies because of my Communist views. Is it possible for the 
same situation to occur in Europe?  

2.14.27 – 2.14.44 The official justification which they used was “low moral and ethical behavior”. 
What does that even mean? Only a court can estimate whether my behavior was immoral or 
unethical.  
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2.14.45 – 2.14.57 Repressions and persecution are taking place. Ukraine today is like Germany in 
1933. That is definite.  

2.14.58 – 2.15.08 Families are being threatened. Even five year old kids fear. This is fascist 
Germany in 1933. 

2.15.31 – 2.15.41 I cannot return to my home town. I am currently renting a flat in another town. It 
is dangerous to come back both for my family and me.      

2.15.42 –2.16.00 I also cannot return to a flat where I officially reside since they will mobilize me. I 
do not want to take part in the civil war and kill compatriots.  

2.16.01 – 2.16.20 I do not support this massacre. My friends who are also Communists have to hide. 
Otherwise they will be mobilized. 

2.16.21 Tell them about the burnt house. 

2.16.22 – 2.16.47 Back in May the ultra-right crashed my windows and beat up my dog. I had to 
hide my family. We had to leave the country. That was the last straw.      

2.16.57 – 2.17.11 There are a lot of them. However, most are either split or banned.  

2.17.12 – 2.17.35 For instance, parties like the Russian bloc, Russian unity, Rodina in Odessa. They 
exist, but as I said dozens of them are banned. They are trying to prohibit the Communist Party as 
well: an investigation is taking place. 

2.17.36 –  2.17.50 I already said that the opposition consists of the Communist Party and other 
parties which are banned. There are many of them – the Russian Block, Russian Unity, Rodina also. 

2.17.51 – 2.18.06 Let’s consider the mentioned 70% of south-eastern electorate which did not cast a 
vote during the parliamentary elections in 2014. We are talking at least about a million of voters 
which constitute opposition.  

2.18.07 – 2.18.26 If Ukraine was free and other regions – Crimea, South-East, the Donbass – took 
part in the elections, we would not be in opposition. Poroshenko would be.  

2.18.27 – 2.18.50 I believe that there is no opposition in the current parliament. The Oppositional 
Bloc which consists of the former members of the ex-ruling Party of Regions is hardly what one 
would consider opposition.  

2.18.51 – 2.19.08 Not only did they incompetently lose power, but they also failed to clean the mess 
in the country. Factually, they contributed to the success of the coup.   

2.19.09 – 2.19.32 To tell the truth, that is why they let this party inside the parliament: it does not 
present any threat to the current government. The latter is concerned about banning the real 
opposition such as the Communist Party which is able to fight it. 
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2.19.33 – 2.19.53 It is worth noting that two days ago there was a court trial concerning the ban of 
the Communist Party. Two meetings were organized by the neo-fascists from “Svoboda”, which are 
supporting the ban, and the Communists.  

2.19.54 – 2.20.19 There I was standing with a megaphone and screaming various mottos. Later I 
found out that the head of the Svoboda party wrote in his social media that party should be banned 
since I ostensibly expressed support for Novorossiya and the Donetsk People’s Republic.  

2.20.20 – 2.20.31 But that is untrue! They are mixing up anticommunist and antifascist slogans. 

2.20.33 – 2.20.45 The real opposition parties are either banned or under investigation. That is the 
reason why they are relatively inactive at the moment. 

2.20.46 – 2.21.01 How is it possible to work when thousands of activists are being persecuted? 
Some are in jail, others killed. Why am I not home? Why am I not sleeping in my bed?  

2.21.02 – 2.21.12 Because I am on the run. In my own country. Because I have different views. I am 
a Communist. 

2.21.13 – 2.21.14 It is easier to hide in Kiev which is a big city. 

2.21.15 – 2.21.31 The 70% who did not vote during the parliamentary elections equal about five 
million of people. Together with Crimea and the Donbass this electorate forms opposition to this 
bastard Kiev fascist junta. 

2.21.45 – 2.22.00 Translate immediately, please. People who publicly express such views need to be 
placed inside lunatic asylum.  

2.22.01 – 2.22.11 They are psychopaths. If they resist, you need to place them there even with more 
determination. It is obvious. 

2.22.31 – 2.22.46 I will tell you why all representatives which constitute the real opposition and do 
not agree with the current neo-fascist junta’s regime are considered to be Kremlin’s spies.  

2.22.47 – 2.22.59 How is my work related to my political views? Why did they expel me from the 
university? They believed me to be a Russian agent.  

2.23.00  – 2.23.15 What did they say when I brought humanitarian help to the children of Luhansk – 
a fact which was fixated by various Russian channels, including Russia 24 and LifeNews? That I 
am a Russian agent.  

2.23.16 – 2.23.29 What do they claim when I emphasize that once we remove the Kiev junta, we 
will unite the country? That I am a Russian agent.  

2.23.30 – 2.23.41 What did they say when we held a protest meeting near the mayor’s building 
concerning the rise of household and transport tariffs? That tariffs have nothing to do with it, and 
that we are Russian agents.  
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2.23.42 – 2.23.57 What do they say when I note that I have to pay 1200 hrn out of my 2000 hrn 
salary for my child’s kindergarten? It is impossible to afford a kindergarten these days! That I am a 
Russian agent.  

2.23.58 – 2.24.19 When I point out that dollar costs 34 hrn? That I am a Russian agent. Therefore, a 
Russian agent is a form of a witch hunt. Just like during the inquisition days in France and Spain, 
when they got rid of the unwanted calling them witches and wizards. 

2.24.20 – 2.24.29 The same is happening right now. The “Kremlin agent” Communist Party is the 
unwanted – thus, it needs to be banned. The “Kremlin agent” Mikhail Kononovich does not suit us 
– let’s jail him. 

2.24.30 – 2.24.50 They simply distract attention from the real issues. People are preoccupied with 
thinking about Russia and the absurd idea of the “Kremlin’s agent”. 

2.24.51 – 2.25.05 Meanwhile, prices for bread as well as transport tariffs have doubled, the cost of 
dollar has increased by four – soon five – times. Even if there was no civil war, they would make it 
up. 

2.25.06 – 2.25.25 The current government profits from it. It is a strategy of distraction. It is true that 
some believe that once the war is over, everything will stabilize.  

2.25.26 – 2.25.42 Then again, people should stop searching for internal and external enemies. They 
should rather think about the real issues, and why the living standards drastically decreased. 

2.25.46 – 2.26.03 How can the Communists be called enemies, if they were the ones who united 
this land into one country during the past 70 years?  

2.26.04 – 2.26.22  Lenin joined the South-East, Stalin – the West, Khrushev – Crimea.  

2.26.23 – 2.26.38  How can you destroy monuments to Lenin – the architect of this country? The 
one who supported the idea of nation’s self-determination. The Ukrainian state exists thanks to 
Lenin. 

2.26.39 – 2.27.01 They say that Communists are bad. Consider this: in 1991 the population of 
Ukraine was 52,5 million. During the years of the so-called independence, in the so-called 
democracy the population decreased to 45 million. Even less than 45, I suppose. 

2.27.02 Nah, 30 million. 

2.27.03 – 2.27.17 Is it possible to comprehend this? Where is the democracy here? What Kremlin 
Agents are we talking about? It is common sense. 

2.27.17 – 2.27.48 Lesia, to sum up. How can we be Ukraine’s enemies, if we were the ones who 
created it? If they believe us to be enemies of the fascist Ukraine which they are trying to build, 
then yes. The Communists are enemies of the current impoverished fascist Ukraine.  
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2.27.49 – 2.28.22 However, the state of Ukraine is our creation. We gave birth to it.The Soviet 
Union built factories in Ukraine, the metro. Is it possible to imagine that an enemy built a state? 

2.28.31 – 2.28.42 Merkel is a bastard. Nothing else. 

2.28.44 – 2.29.03 Also tell them that among all Europeans one is able to relatively respect only two 
nations: the French and the Germans. Everyone else is worthless. 

2.29.03 But you said that Merkel is a bastard. 

2.29.04 – 2.29.23 Merkel but not Germans in general. A paradox: we crushed them, but they exhibit 
loyalty. It is because they feel our power and treat us as equals.  

2.29.24 – 2.29.36 Who are the real curs though? The local hyenas? They call them “the offended” in 
prison. It is the Lilliputian marginal states – Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. Kiev is about the same 
size as these three.  

2.29.37 – 2.29.44 Then there is the eternally offended and snotty Poland. I am not even discussing 
Romania and ni**ers. I mean gypsies.   
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